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A publication for those who have a genealogical interest in the 
Beresan District of Odessa, South Russia. 

 Volume 9 Issue 3                                           February 2005 

Beresan District Villages 
(Those in bold are first villages.) 

Alexanderfeld, Alexandrovka, Annenthal, Annovka, 
Antonowka, Bagdanovka, Bendeerhof, Biswanje, Christina, 
Christofovka, Domaneveka, Dvorjanka, Eigengut, 
Felsenburg, Friedrichstal, Gaaregai, Gotta, Gradenfeld, 
Grise, Guldendorf,  Halbstadt, Heck, Hoffnungstal, 
Hoffnung, Hoffnungsburg, Johannestal, Kantakusenka, 
Kapitanovka, Karlevka, Karlsruhe, Katharinental, Kavkas, 
Klein Karlsruhe, Klundovo, Kratovka, Landau, Lerisk, 
Lichtenfeld, Lubo-Alexandrovka, Manov, Marienfeld, 
Marlanavka, Michaelowka, Munchen, Navaselevka,  
Neu Karlsruhe, Neu Lustdorf, Neu Munchen, Neu 
Rohrbach, Neu Speyer, Neu Worms, Neusatz, Novo-
Amerika, Novonikolajevka, Olgino, Otschakov, Petrowka, 
Pokrovskaja, Rastadt, Rohrbach, Rosenthal, Savidovka, 
Schlosser, Schmatz, Schonfeld, Sebastiansfeld, Selingera, 
Skarupka, Sjepucha, Speir/Speyer, Stadnaja-Bulka, 
Steinberg, Steingut, Stuttgart, Sulz, Swenigorodka, 
Vossessensk, Waterloo, Weidenberg, Wilhelmathal, 
Wolksov, Worms, Wowtsche. 
 
(This list is not all inclusive — if you have additions, please 
provide to the lead editor). Many of these identified chutors 
and villages need much research. If you have any 
background information on them, please share with us. 
Thanks.  

Beresan District 
Odessa Newsletter 
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Mikolayiev Archive Acquisitions Update 
 

By David Kilwien 
 
 The GHRS has long been interested in having access 
to the Mikolayiev State archive. In the past it was discovered 
that some church records for both Catholic and Lutheran 
parishes were stored there. The GRHS had tried to enter into 
an agreement with the archive to establish a relationship for 
gathering copies of these type records but efforts fell short.  
 In the fall of 2003 Valerie Ingram and I were invited 
to visit the archive and we were introduced to the archivist 
and her assistant.  It was explained to us that the archive was 
just being moved to this new location. The new building was 
previously an administration building for the Russian 
military, built to house documents, this is perfect for an  
archive.  As we toured the archive we were told that during 
the move the workers had kept discovering more and more 
documents relating to our German families. There are church 
records, school records, land holding records, and also NKVD 
records for individual repressed Germans. This truely is a 
great find for the people researching the Beresan.  
 Being a member of the BDO and the GRHS, I had to 
figure out a way to get a relationship started to get copies of 
these files. The archivist explained to us that she could not 
honor any agreements because they had no copier. Valerie 
and I said we would try to help them. 
 Upon our return to the United States we asked the 
GRHS to purchase a copier. This was not well received by the 
AA committee or the board of directors. The kind of copier 
that the archive wanted was too expensive and it seemed our 
project was getting derailed. The archivist was telling us that 
using photo copiers was hard on old documents, and that  
it would be difficult to copy some records in their entirety. At 
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Cemetery Listing St. Anthony’s Catholic Cemetery,  
St Anthony, ND. 

 
Editor’s Note:  Elaine Helbling Hundley was fortunate enough to acquire access to 
the cemetery listings from St. Anthony’s cemetery, St. Anthony, ND.  As a result of 
her dutiful efforts and the gracious help of her sister Dorothy Helbling Wagner, 
Dorothy’s daughter Connie Wagner and special thanks to Karen Reisenour, 
secretary of St. Anthony’s parish we have access to the following information.  This 
information is also listed on OTTO, special thanks to Elaine Morrison, cemertery 
register coordinator for the GRHS. 
  
The following is a continuation of entries from the October issue of the BDO 
Newsletter V9, I2, October 2004.  This entry continues with the listings of children’s 
graves Row 7 and the beginning of the adult graves, rows 1 &2, through entry 24.  
After each name is the page and number in the Burial Register then dates. 
 
1.  Vivian Fleck II                        2,42                                    1949-1950 
 
2.  Johnnie Schaff  II                    2, 48                    9-3-1951/11-5-1951 
 
3.  Edwin  Bullinger  II                3, 62                                   1956-1957 
 
4.  Coleen Marie Morrell  II         3, 62                                   1956-1957 
 
5.  George James Fleck  II            3, 82                         1960    ?  marker  
 
6.  Eric Joseph Leingang  II          6, 152           11-25-1977/11-16-1977 
 
7.  Chad Steven Leingang  II        6, 160           11-26-1978/11-19-1976 
 
8.  John Edward Marie Goldade  II  7, 187           9-27-1988/9-27-1988 
 
9.  Anne Marie Goldade  II           8, 203                          April 10, 1989 
 
10.  Francis Marie Goldade  II      8, 209   Buried 8-19-1992  (stillborn) 
       Clara Marie Goldade                                                  stillborn  1993 
 

Adult Graves 
ROW 1 
1. John Breiner                              8,8                     4-6-1838/ 12-6-1910 
    Mary Breiner                            6,5                                (see Row 2, 1) 
 
1B. Jochim Kobalenk   12-26-1897/Dec. 1902 (according to his sister, 
Frances Senn, Mott and Mathilda Berger, Spokane) 
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Newsletter Line-up 

 
Lead Editor          Jackie Peterson / P008 
Assistant Editor Margaret Rehwalt / R130 
Assistant Editor:  Merv Rennich / R060 
Assistant Editor    Roland Wagner / W011 
Assistant Editor    Dale Lee Wahl / W078 
BDO Webmistress Sundae Orwick 
Subscriptions        Arletta Baskins / B115 
 
Archives: 
 
Maps                    Jeff Hatzenbeller 
 
Village Coordinators: 
 
Felsenburg          George Hoff / H072 
Guldendorf Curt Renz / R022 
Johannestal Carol Fuchs / F061 
Johannestal Ray Heinle 
Karlsruhe  Valerie Ingram / I009 
Katharinental Alvina Ballinger / B198 
Katharinental Valerie Ingram / I009 
Landau  Diane Wandler / W090 
Landau  Zita Gieser 
Neu Lustdorf Elsie Heuther / H008 
Neusatz  Ken Aisenbrey / A013 
Rastadt  Diane Wandler / W090 
Rastadt  David Kilwien 
Rohrbach  Arletta Baskins / B115 
Rohrbach  Rosemarie Dinkel / D022 
Rohrbach  Nancy Schroeder 
Rohrbach  Ed Schulz / S043 
Rohrbach  Lucy Simpson / S046 
Stuttgart  Ruth Iseminger 
Speier  Albert Berger 
Speier  Valerie Ingram / I009 
Sulz  Albert Berger 
Sulz  Valerie Ingram / I009 
Waterloo  Betty Rennich / R103 
Waterloo  Lucy Simpson / S046 
Worms  Arletta Baskins / B115 
Worms  Nancy Schroeder 
Worms  Ed Schulz / S043 
Worms  Lucy Simpson / S046 
Worms  Dale Lee Wahl / W078 
 
(The addresses for most of the Editors and most 
of the Village Coordinators can be found in the 
latest issue of the GRHS Der Stammbaum.)   

 

Mark Your Calendar  
35th Annual GRHS 

Convention 
July 14—17, 2005 

Pierre,  South Dakota 
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that time the idea came about of getting a high 
quality digital camera, tripod, and computer so that 
CDs could be produced with images of the data that 
we were interested in. The word went out and the 
membership of the BDO donated the necessary 
funds to the GRHS to get the needed camera & 
documents in the translation process.  Equipment 
was ordered. Valentina Fromm, our contact in 
Mikolayiev, was put on salary by the BDO and we 
were off and running.  
 Since July of 2004 we have received 48 CD's 
with data for the Beresan and Taurian regions.  
Currently the data is being processed and translation 
teams are forming. There is no experience necessary 
to be involved , this work is a lot fun and very 
rewarding. Interested persons please contact Valerie 
Ingram or myself and we will add you to the list. 
David Kilwien can be reached by e-mail at netman@techline.com.  Valerie 

Ingram can be reached at val@pegasusmedia.com. 

 

 

“GRHS Members Only" 
 
Editor’s Note:  The following is an update from Dale Wahl on the progress of 
the formation of the Regional Interest Groups (RIGs) of which the BDO is a 
part.  He is commenting on progress and motions he and David Kilwien made 
at the most recent GRHS Board and Executive Committee meeting in 
Bismarck, February 5-6, 2005. 
 
By  Dale Wahl 
 
 With the moving of the BDO webpages to the 
GRHS server [called "Otto" for Otto Bismarck], we now 
have space available to go develop and grow password 
accessed data areas for our GRHS membership to enjoy, 
and allow us to share data relating to our BDO ancestry's 
history. 
 
 This area will become very meaningful with time 
as we can continue to contribute data we already have 
that we cannot put into an open mode on the web.  A 
little review of what is already showing up there will 
underscore the importance of what this new ability is 
going to contribute to the GRHS membership who have 
an interest in the BDO, GDO, Bessarabia, and Crimea 
(the only RIGs so far formalized, with more to follow). 
 
 A review of what is there so far for the BDO 
would look something like what follows: 
 

BERESAN DISTRICT ODESSA 
REPOSITORY 

 
 The intent of providing these files in a 
compressed form, is to aid the Black Sea German 
Russian family researcher at GRHS. These files are 
intended to be downloaded in a compressed form for that 
use. These files are mostly in Microsoft Excel © which 
this data existed prior to being placed in ASCII form for 
use on Odessa 3. Please observe the copyright of these 
data files, and use in your research on your own 
computer with warm regards. 
 

Village – Family Database 
 
 This project is a new undertaking to pull together 
data that will aid all BDO family researchers.  The first 
village undertaken to develop a model, is Worms.  This 
is the lead in of the front matter for the Worms Family 
Database; 
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2  George Paul                 6,6    8-17-1835/ll-14-1907 
 
3. Agnes Mann                6,12    5-1-1835/4-13-1908 
 
4.  Jacob Beehler             6,13                   1837-1908 
     Barbara Beehler       18, 13                  1847-1932 
 
5.  Magdalen Ripple        6, 14                  1858-1908 
 
6. Melchoir Magelki Sr.   6,16      6-15-1908/ age 68 
 
7. Katherina Leingang     7,1    6-29-1841/10-9-1908 
 
8. Marian Leingang       21,22    8-6-1873/5-30-1941 
    Hyacinth Leingang  22,19    5-24-1869/6-16-1943 
 
9. Franzika Berger           7,5    3-19-1840/12-6-1908 
(original record had “lilac bush” added ) 
 

Continued from page 2 

Continued on page 4 
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(Continued on page 11) 

 

"This database is 
being brought together by and for the GRHS members 
who are researching families of Worms in the Beresan 
District of Odessa [BDO]. 

 There is only one use for this database once it is 
brought into existence and shared with the membership 
here on our BDO web pages, and that is to be used as 
“notes” to aid the Worms family researcher. 

 This database is not intended in any form or 
fashion to replace the work that a family researcher 
must do in order to do their own research. 

 This database is intended to leverage the power 
of groups working in team harmony to produce a product 
that is of benefit to all, and as a result provide “notes” 
that will aid those who are participating in keeping this 
database as current as we can. 

 The family researcher inherently, has the basic 
responsibility to engage source documents for every 
detail involved in their own family research. There are 
no shortcuts that will yield a proper family “researched” 
document (stopping short with indexed data, or using 
other peoples research results is not an acceptable 
practice among dedicated family researchers)". 
 

ARCHIVES FILES 
 
File 6-1-593 - Listings of people born, died or moved 
dated October 1811 
Villages mentioned: Carlsruhe, Landau, Minchen, 
Rastadt, Rohrbach, Speier, Sulz, Worms 
 
File 6-1-626 - Listings of people born, died or moved. 
31 January 1812 
Villages mentioned: Carlsruhe, Landau, München, 
Rastadt, Rohrbach, Speier, Sulz, Worms 
 
File 6-1-1786 - [pages 55-58] Naming of the Colony 
Neu Freudental 
Founding families of Neu Freudental – 1828 
Families origins [42 houses]; Beresan District [2]; 
Freudental [23]; Grossliebental [5], Neuburg [3]; 
Peterstal[9] 
 
File 6-1-20877 - BDO elections of 1862 
 
File 252-1-9 - About marriages and transfers of 
households in the Beresan District 1816-1817 
Villages mentioned: Karlsruhe, Landau, Muenchen, 
Odessa, Rastadt, Rohrbach, Speyer, Worms 

 
File 252-1-29a - Marriages of Colonists and transfers 
of their farms. 
28 December 1816-13 December 1817 
Colonies mentioned: Grossliebenthal, Josephstal, 
Karlsruhe, Landau, Liebental, Mariental, Muenchen, 
Munich, Odessa, Rastadt, Rohrbach, Speyer, Worms 
 
File 252-1-219 - Newcomer Anna Maria 
TANNHAUER-1820 
 
File 252-1-256a - Colonists pledged to settle on Dunn 
ZHURAKOVKSY's land-1826 
 
File 252-1-303 - About delivery of passport-1821 
 
File 252-1-527 - About delivery of passports-1826-28 
 
File 252-1-562 - A listing of Colonists permitted to 
leave on 31 Aug 1826 
Colonies mentioned: Carlsruhe, Friedrichsthal, 
Johannestal, Landau, Rastadt, Rohrbach, Stuttgard, Sulz 
 
File 252-1-877 - Colonists who where out of assigned 
villages with permission-1831-32 
 
File 252-1-922. - Pastor Bonekemper dog bite 
incident- 1831 
 
File R3836-1-9. - (part 2) 1919 Lists of peasants and 
employees of the soviet in Landau area. 
 
File R8085-6-3 - 1920 Death Records 
Villages mentioned: Landau, Sulz 
 
File R8085-6-5 - 1919 Birth Records [Jun - Aug] 
Includes entries for villages [birth place or family 
residence] 
Karlsruhe, Katerinowka, Landau, Speyer and Sulz 
 

KORNERS 
 We have started developing "Korners" for 
serious researchers to share their information.  So 
far we have three Korners started with interesting 
data so far starting to flow there.  You need to 
review this data for yourself to better understand 
this concept. 
(remember, we have only started to develop this BDO 
GRHS Members Only data collection.  If you desire to 
pursue a membership to GRHS for yourself, please 
check this URL)http://www.grhs.org/
membership.html 

Continued from page 3 
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 What colonies really make up the 
Beresan District? 

 
By Gayla Ohlhauser Gray 

 
 There has been much confusion as to what colonies 
actually make up the Beresan district. Many believe that Neu 
Freudental is a Grossliebental colony and others believe it is a 
Bereson colony.  The same is true for Güldendorf and Hele-
nental. To try to clarify this confusion, I will outline informa-
tion derived from a number of sources.   
 According to Adam Giesinger in his book From 
Catherine to Khrushchev (page 113), the first eight Beresan 
colonies consisted of Landau, Speier, Karlsruhe, Sulz, Rohr-
bach, Worms, Rastadt, and München all founded between 
1809–1810. Then in 1817–1819 about 200 German immigrants 
came to the Beresan district and founded Katharinental, Johan-
nestal, Waterloo, Friedrichstal and Stuttgart. In 1827 Waterloo, 
Friedrichstal and Stuttgart settlement sites were short of water 
and asked the government for land in another area. As a result 
96 families were moved from the Beresan region to a tract of 
land 15 versts north of Odessa, where they founded the colony 
of Güldendorf.  
 In this same book (page 102), Giesinger records that 
ten Liebental (also referred to as Grossliebental) colonies were 
founded between 1804–1806 as Grossliebental, Kleinliebental, 
Josephstal, Mariental, Alexanderhilf, Franzfeld, Lustdorf, 
Neuburg, Peterstal, and Freudental. In 1828 forty-seven fami-
lies from Freudental founded the daughter colony of Neu Freu-
dental. Then in 1838 eighteen families from Peterstal joined 
seven families from other colonies and founded another new 
colony called Helenental. Both of these new colonies were 
located southwest of Beresovka making them geographically 
closer to the Bersean colonies. 
 In The Emigration From Germany to Russia in the 
Years 1763-1862 by Karl Stumpp (page 90) we see the Bere-
san colonies listed as Johannestal, Karlsruhe, Katharinental, 
Landau, München, Rastatt, Rohrbach, Speyer, Sulz, Waterloo I 
(founded 1819), Waterloo II (founded 1833), and Worms. 
Stumpp shows Güldendorf, Helenental, and Neu Freudental as 
Grossliebental settlements (page 88).  
 In Homesteaders on the Steppe by Joseph S. Height 
Güldendorf is referenced as a colony in the Beresan district 
(page 76). Height wrote “Güldendorf was established in 1830 
by emigrants originally settled in 1819 in the colonies of Stutt-
gart, Waterloo, and Friedrichstal.”  
 Another source of confusion may have come from the 
fact that Güldendorf, Helenental and Neu Freudental are all 
listed as Beresan colonies in the Beresan District Odessa 
(BDO) newsletter(s) published by GRHS. This may very well 
be because the three colonies are geographically located closer 
to the Beresan district than to the Grossliebental (Liebental) 
district. So where does a researcher look for information on 
these three colonies? My suggestion – both places.  
 To make it easier for our members, information on 
Neu Freudental will now be included as a Grossliebental col-

ony as many of the families from Freudental founded the vil-
lage. Information on Neu Freudental will be included on the 
new GDO RIG web site http://www.grhs.org/grossliebental/
index.html and articles about Neu Freudental will be included 
in the GDO newsletter(s). If you are interested in the village of 
Neu Freudental, I suggest you subscribe to the GDO list server 
also.  
 Helenental will also be recognized as a Grossliebental 
colony. Information on this colony can be found on the GDO 
RIG web site, GDO newsletter(s), and GDO list server.   
Güldendorf will be recognized as a Beresan colony. There is 
information on Güldendorf on the GDO RIG web site but the 
Beresan RIG web site, Beresan newsletter(s), and Beresan list 
server will be the main sources for information on Güldendorf 
from here forward.  
 I hope this will help clear up some of the confusion 
on these three villages and some help in pointing you in the 
right direction on where to find information.   

Continued from page 3 
10. Wenzeslaus Dvorshak 7,6    9-28-1816/12-18-
1907 Burial Registry 12-21-1908 
 
11. Elizabeth Schmidt  7,10 born Kress 
      4-19-1909, age 54 
 
12. Peter Leingang   17,9        11-1-1842/9-
1/1928 
 
13. Marian Leingang   7,13  born Martin 
 
14. Clara Bullinger   15,3       7-5-1856/5-17-1924 
     Johan Adam Bullinger  7,26  2-16-1847/9-26-
1909 
 
15. Catherine Knoll Fried  7,20             1888-1910 
 
16. Zachheus Knoll   7, 21                    1891-1910 
 
17. Mary Ripple (Opitz)  8, 5                1885-1910 
 
18. Anna Maria Knoll   8,5 born Goetz (Mrs. 
Alexander Knoll)                   5-8-1841/8-19-1910 
 

Continued on Page 9 
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Meet Valentina Fromm, Archive Re-
searcher in Ukraine 

 
By Bob Schneider, Black Hills Chapter GRHS, president & 
Bob Schneider Tours. 
 
 Valentina Fromm, who lives in Nikolaev, 
Ukraine, has been working with the Beresan District 
Odessa (BDO) organization, under the auspices of 
GRHS, to acquire archival records from the Black 
Sea area. For the past five years, Valentina has also 
organized tours in former German villages in 
Ukraine, and has served as a tour guide for 
SCHNEIDER LLC Tours.  
 Valentina was born in Johannestal 
(Ivanovka), in the Nikolaev region, to Yevgeny and 
Olga Fromm Pozitsky in 1956. As was the situation 
in German families living in Russia (now Ukraine), 
some of the family members immigrated to America 
while others remained in Russia. Valentina’s grand-
mother was married to an ethnic Ukrainian, so the 
family stayed in Russia; and, during the mass exo-
dus of the German people during World War II, the 
family continued to live in Johannestal. 
 After graduating from elementary and secon-
dary school in Johannestal, Valentina entered Tech-
nical School and graduated from the Odessa Food 
Technology Institute with a degree as a Technologi-
cal Engineer in the food industry in 1985. While 
working in the food business, she also attended the 
Nikolaev Medical School, and in 1992 received her 
degree as a registered nurse. From 1976 until 2002, 
Valentina worked in the food industry as a techno-
logical engineer and dietologist. 

 The collapse of the Soviet Union led to in-
dependence for Ukraine in 1991, and this resulted in 
many political, economic, and social changes. These 
changes brought hard times to the people in Ni-
kolaev where the major industry was shipbuilding. 
By 1995, due to a lack of market for ships, there was 
70 per cent unemployment in Nikolaev. Valentina 
was one of many who lost her job during the transi-
tion from socialism to private enterprise. 

Today, Valentina works as a researcher in 
the various archives of Nikolaev, Odessa, Kherson, 
and Crimean regions, doing research about German 
ancestors who lived in the Black Sea area. In 2003, 
she collected information about the repressed and 

rehabilitated Germans in the Nikolaev region. Her 
list was translated by Inna Stryukova, and published 
in the GRHS “Heritage Review” magazine. Valen-
tina feels that the “crown of her work” as a re-
searcher, was finding relatives, a brother and a sis-
ter, for the Renner family (Valerie Ingram) in 
Kramators’k, Ukraine.   

In 1995, the Nikolaev German Society 
“Wiedergeburt” was organized for the purpose of 
preserving the German culture, traditions, and lan-
guage in Ukraine. The members of the Society cele-
brate German holidays, such as Christmas, Easter, 
Mother’s Day, and Harvest Day. The Society 
“Wiedergeburt” has about 200 members in the Ni-
kolaev region, and Valentina serves on the Society’s 
Board.  

Olga Fromm and her family are members of 
the Lutheran Church in Nikolaev, where they have a 
pastor from Germany who preaches in the German 
language. In recent years, Olga has been working 
tirelessly to restore the Lutheran Church in Johan-
nestal as a mission church for the people in that 
area. 

 Valentina has one daughter, Karolina 
Fromm, and a grandson, Kevin, four years old. In 
June 2004, Karolina graduated from the Nikolaev 
State Pedagogical University and received her de-
gree as a German language teacher.  

The Beresan District Odessa organization, 
including David Kilwein, Valerie Ingram, Dale 
Wahl, and others, have extended an invitation to 
Valentina Fromm to come to the USA in July 2005, 
to attend the GRHS Convention as a guest, and as a 
workshop presenter. The BDO members are asking 
for sponsors to support this project, and would be 
very grateful for any help. If you want to be a spon-
sor for Valentina, please contact David Kilwien at: 
netman@techline.com, or Bob Schneider at: 
rschneider@rushmore.com. 

 
A GRHS Convention Star Returns 

  
By Bob Schneider, Black Hills Chapter GRHS President and 
Bob Schneider Tours. 
 
 Inna Stryukova, University Professor in Ni-
kolaev, Ukraine, has been invited by the Deutsche  
 

Continued on Page 7 
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Glieder Chapter to return as a speaker and workshop 
presenter at the GRHS Convention in Pierre, July 14 
– 17 July 2005. At the 2003 Convention in Rapid 
City, Inna used her charm and intel 
 
 
lect to make her presentations informative and excit-
ing. In addition to Inna, representatives of the Bere-
san District Odessa (BDO), under the auspices of 
GRHS, have extended an invitation to Valentina 
Fromm, who also lives in Nikolaev, Ukraine, to at-
tend the GRHS Convention as a workshop presenter 
and guest.  
 Last fall, when Inna received an invitation 
from the American Historical Society of Germans 
from Russia (AHSGR) to come to the USA and be a 
Convention speaker and presenter in Oklahoma 
City, August 15 – 21, 2005, various members of 
GRHS decided to find sponsors for Inna to be a pre-
senter at the GRHS Convention in Pierre. With Inna 
coming to the USA, it seemed to be an excellent op-
portunity to welcome her back to the GRHS Con-
vention.   
 Valentina Fromm has been working with the 
BDO organization, under the auspices of GRHS, to 
obtain records from the archives in Nikolaev. As a 
researcher, Valentina helped the Renner family lo-
cate their lost relatives at Kramators’k, in eastern 
Ukraine. Valentina speaks very little English, so her 
role as a workshop presenter will be rather limited. 
However, she is fluent in the Russian, Ukrainian, 
and German languages. 
 To make the appearances of Inna and Valen-
tina at the GRHS Convention a reality, a “GRHS 
Sponsorship Project” has been established to help 
defray the expenses for their trips to the USA. Of 
course, donations for this program are made for the 
purpose of bringing an added attraction to our 
GRHS Convention at Pierre.  

Bob Schneider, President of the Black Hills 
Chapter, has been asked by both the AHSGR and 
GRHS Convention Committees to make the neces-
sary arrangements for Inna and Valentina to attend 
the conventions. In order to make this “GRHS Spon-
sorship Project” a success, it is important to know in 
advance how much money will be available. Please 

make a pledge now to support this project by writing 
to Bob Schneider via email: rschnei-
der@rushmore.com; or, sending the amount of the 
pledge to his mailing address as shown below.  

 The money to pay expenses for Inna and 
Valentina will be needed by May 1, 2005. Make 
your tax deductible check payable to, “GRHS Con-
vention 2005”, and mail it to the convention treas-
urer, Myron Kusler, at 106 ½ West Dakota Ave., 
Pierre, SD 57501. You may also mail your check to 
Bob Schneider, at 1649 N. 3rd St., Spearfish, SD 
57783. Please write on the check whether your do-
nation goes to support Inna and/or Valentina.  

 
Historical Developments in  

Relationship to the  
Lives of our Parents 

  
I had a request from Germany last year on information on the 
Johannes Schanz line. We did a lot of research at the family 
history center in Oakland. He does not use e-mail, so it had be 
sent by snail mail. I was able to get the information to him. We 
spent 5 weeks in Europe and had a visit with him. He sent to 
me a part of the trip out of the Ukraine in 1944 when he was 
only 10 years old. I want to give Dona Reeves Marquardt 
credit for the translation.  Peter M. Schantz. 

  
21 April, 1898, our father (Christian Schanz) is born 
in his parent's (Josef Schanz, b. Oct. 22, 1866 in 
Speier, m. (1) Magdalene Ihly b. Sept. 4, 1868 
Speier, (2) unknown).  He grows up with his broth-
ers and sisters in a very devout family and works on 
his parent's farm. 
  
16 May 1905.  Our mother (Anna Sticka) is born 
(Jan 16, 1905) at her home in the village of Rastadt.  
Like father, she grows up surrounded by her eight 
siblings.  She is raised in a very strict religious man-
ner and also works hard at home. 
  
1906-1910.    During the winter of these four years, a 
private tutor comes to our house and we learn arith-
metic and how to write.  Mother got the same educa-
tion some years later in her home.  When we later 
asked our parents, "Why didn't you attend public 
schools?" they answered, "That's just the way it 
was."   
 

Continued from Page 6 
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The teacher came to our house as they did with all 
the larger farmers. 
  By purchasing land, the farm holdings of the 
Schanz family attained a size of 81.5 hectares of 
grain, meadow and pasture land and 1.0 hectare of 
vineyard.  The development of the German colonies 
of the Black Sea area was quite different from the 
precarious condition of the Russian peasants, par-
ticularly concerning economic progress and the 
rapid expansion of real estate. 
  A change in this fortunate development took 
place from the time of the World War of 1870/71.  
The privledges granted during the settlement "for all 
times" were revoked in these years.  In 1874 the 
general military draft was also extended to include 
the Germans.  Many settlers emigrated, particularly 
those who were against military service for Ger-
mans.  It is estimated that about 300,000 German-
Russians migrated to America before 1912. 
  As far as the settlements in the Urals and in 
Siberia were concerned, they were permitted to re-
main, as we learn from occasional reports, but only 
if the villages were bound as collective communi-
ties.  Social life as we had once know it, was com-
pletely gone (Dr. Hans Rempel). 
 Pan-Slavic:  A movement directed toward 
bringing all Slavic peoples together.  It was first in-
troduced in the nineteenth centure (the Czechs), then 
in Russia under Alexander II and III by way of an 
imperial Balkan policy (split up of the Turkish and 
Austrian empires).  In World War II the Pan-Slavic 
movement was revived with Slavic solidarity reach-
ing even as far as America (Universal-Lexikon). 
  
1921.                The administrative methods of the party 
prevailed.  To avoid being classified as Kulaks many 
farmers and estate holders worked only a small part 
of their grain fields.  The farm holdings that had 
been worked by our parents for generations shrank 
to 31.5 hectares through the collectivization process. 
  
17 June 1927.  We (Christian Schanz) were married 
and worked until 1930-1932 as farmers in the 
shrunken kalchose, collective farming. 
 The Soviet system radically forced the farmers into 
collective farms through dissolution of their individ-

ual farms and resettlement of the people toward the 
end of the twenties (1929/1930).  This meant the 
complete loss of their freedom of movement.  Who-
ever "voluntarily" gave up their farm and entered the 
Kolchose [collective farm] could avoid resettlement.  
Within the collective the farmer was forced to do his 
work only under the supervision of state inspectors.  
They had to fill a daily quota that was often so high 
that just a few could fill it.  The so-called "Socialist 
Contests," designed to raise the production of the 
collective farmers but which often drained their last 
resources, formed a particularly hard system of la-
bor.  Collective land belonged to the State and not to 
the collective farmers who were merely simple la-
borers in the collective.  They were paid by the state 
for their work so poorly that their earnings-whether 
in money or in goods were scarcely sufficient to 
provide them with food. 
  By the end of the second year of the Five-
Year-Plan, there were only collective farms in our 
colonies in which the farmers were but badly paid 
farmhands. - Without land or possessions, without 
cultural institutions, without German Schools, with-
out Churches, without clergy, without religious in-
struction, etc. 
  
1929.                The pressure on the farmers led several 
tens of thousands of them to try, with the help of the 
German embassy, to leave the country.  Many suc-
ceeded in migrating to America via Germany.  The 
destruction of the wealthy estate holders (Kulaks) 
was intensified.  Thousands were taken into concen-
tration camps and thousands more barred from their 
villages.  A major part of both groups were classi-
fied as Kulaks and sentenced to death. 
  
1932-1933.    Expulsion from their houses and farms 
followed.  Farms had to be abandoned with very 
short notice and people had to leave with just what 
few things they could carry away. 
  They (we?) would come as hunted people to 
Sachos Udarnik, near Mostovoje in the Odessa area.  
They would find lodging in a sod house (Similanka), 
work, be protected by friendly Russians as incon-
spicuously as possible, stay in Sachos until 1934. 
 
Peter Schantz’s story will continue in the next issue of the 
BDO newsletter, June 2005.  Peter can be reached by e-mail 
at togar793@msn.com. 

Continued from page 7 
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Continued from page 5 
19. Margareta Fleck 14, 14  January 1906/4-16-
1923 
 
20 Jacob Berger        8,7k (or 1?)-29-1837/11-5-
1910 
 
20A. George Pitzer  22,9                  9-21-42, age 60 
(no marker) 
 
21. Maria Schulz born Weigel 12-20-1890/1-2-1911 
 
21A.  Maria Weigel                                  1872-1928 
          Math Weigel, Sr.                            1865-1930 
 
22. Mathius Goertel   9,2    11-24-1840/12-14-1911 
 
23. John Breiner  8,8                 9-16-1871/1-3-1912 
 
24. Mathias Gref   9,5               1-11-1887/5-3-1912 
 
25. Mary Schlinger  9,11      11-15-1862/11-2-1912 
 
26. Paul Brigl  9,13                 3-28-1883/2-11-1913 
 
28. Mariana Barth  30,4 born Schantz 
4-15-1840/4-29-1914 
 
29. Joseph Zahnder  10,13     3-17-1848/12-29-1914 
 
30. Anna Brigl  10,21              8-20-1855/4-17-1915 
      Lorenz Brigl  21,14         12-6-1856/11-16-1940 
 
31. Peter A. Miller  1,31                           1847-1915 
      Regina M. Miller   13, 24                   1849-1921 
 
32.  Katie Fritza  6,3                  4-2-1888/7-24-1907 
 

33. Mary Wolf                       12-15-1939/1-22-1918 
(lilac bush) 
34. Karl Renner 12,18               9-3-1892/11-7-1918 
 
35. John M. Renner  13, 18       7-5-1900/1-25-1921 
** 
South is a child’s grave:   CS Row1, NO. 33 
Clementine Leingang  4,1         1-3-1906/1-17-1906 
 
ROW 2 
 
1. Johan Mann  14, 11           10-16-1863/2-12-

1923  
    Katherine Mann Pitzer  22,24  2-12-1869/12-
19-1943 
 

2. John Kopa   15, 21                                1883-
1925 
 Katherine Kopa  II, 5, 122                    1879-
1970 
 

3. Lucas Leingang  17,11          1-6-1910/10-7-
1928 
 

4. Elisabeth Leingang  16,14   7-31-1910/4-17-
1927 
 

5. Stefan Leingang   15,11      12-5-1907/3-31-
1916 
 

6. Lucas Leingang   11,3      10-17-1941/3-31-1916 
(This is how the original burial registry is 
listed.  It may be that the birth and death dates 
are reversed, or that the birth date was 
inaccurately recorded initially. 
 

6A.Jack Y. Leingang  II 7,178 5-2-1905/6-11.1984 
6B. Rose K. Leingang                                (reserved) 
 
7. Henry Knoll  II 1,6            10-29-1880/7-21-1945 
   Anna Knoll  II 3, 61             5-12-1885/1-14-1957 
 
8. Konstantina Bullinger   18,17 8-15-1878/10-7-
1932   
   George Bullinger   22,11      1-18-1876/11-8-1942 
 Continued on page 10 
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Beresan District Odessa Newsletter 
This is the 3rd issue for the ninth year of publication. 

The next issue is scheduled for June 2005. 
7th year dues can be submitted to receive all 9th year issues. 

Subscription rates are: 
USA: $3 per year*        Canada: $4 per year* 

Europe/Other $6 per year* 
* - all in US funds please!  Send checks payable to: 

Arletta Baskins 
20919 Little Valley Road 

Polsbo, WA  98370 

This newsletter is being published for those who have an 
interest in the villages of the Beresan District Odessa South 
Russia. Many contribute to each issue but there is always 
room for more participation. If anyone wishes to get 
involved they are more than welcome and should contact 
Jackie Peterson at the return address below or 
jackie@orenews.com by e-mail. 

All submitted material should include a statement that 
gives permission for use in the newsletter. Pictures are 
welcome. We have a scanner to digitize images and all 
output is done on a laser printer. Material will be returned 
when requested and if possible return postage or an SASE is 
greatly appreciated. 

Every attempt is made to keep the copyright of the items 
carried in the newsletter as reuseable as possible. That means 
you have the freedom to use this data in your family work, 
unless we have noted otherwise. However, before using any 
data please examine the cited sources carefully and make 
sure you don’t use anything in a manner that it was not 
intended to be used. Using any of this data for anyone to 
gain a profit is not the intent of this newsletter and is 
prohibited. 

Subscription rates are set to recover material and 
mailing cost only. All time and most other expenses are 
donated by the editors and those involved in producing each 
issue. 
Ideas for articles and improvements to the newsletter are 
most welcome. Please address them to the Lead Editor. 
 

Jackie Peterson 
801 Lilly Rd. NE #423 
Olympia, WA  98506 

  
 

9.Rose Bender 15,14 born Bullinger   12-21-1896/3-
15-1925 
 
10. Martin Knoll  13, 17        12-27-1907/ 9-17-1920 
 
11. Paul Knoll  13,17                  12-5-1855/3-4-1922 
      Rosalia Knoll (no record)    9-15-1861/5-22-1917 
 
12 Katherine Hutmacher 13,15 11-11-1870/9-4-1920 
 
13. Joseph Ziniel    19,11          2-3-1884/12-18-1934 
     Elizabeth Ziniel...II 6,162        7-1-1890/9-2-1979 
 
14.Michael Pitzer  20,12           9-28-1858/4-12-1937 
 
15. Elizabeth Pitzer  13,4            9-15-1860/6-2-1919 
 
16. Matt Goertel  14,16             5-25-1877/6-30-1923 
     Rose Goertel  II 3,64                             1883-1957 
 
17. John Seidl   (no record)        4-16-1892/9-8-1917 
 
18. Christian Wetsch  11,18     9-12-1893/2-24-1917 
 
19. Joseph Schlinger  10,10 November 1855/ 10-14-
1914 
 
20. Konrad Thomas  10,22       9-12-1836/5-11-1915 
 
21. Katharine Thomas  10,24     3-12-1833/1-8-1916 
 
21A  **** 
 
21B. Maria Weigel 17,10         8-15-1872/9-18-1928 
       Mathias Weigel  17,21      7-16-1865/2-21-1930 
 
22. Pauline Kuntz  22,15                           1910-1943 
 
23.  Elisabeth Zehnder   11, 21 6-10-1854/3-25-1917 
 
24. Philip Eckroth  12,2                             1876-1918 
     Dorothy Eckroth  II  4,95                      1872-1963 
 
25.Margrata Hoffman  21,23                      1899-1941 
Erasmus Hoffman  II  5,135                       1894-1973 
The St. Anthony cemetery register will be continued in the 
June 2005 issue of the BDO Newsletter. 
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